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The Conversation is Changing

• Our industry conversation is shifting to applications 
interoperability and data interoperability

• This is an important conversation, especially in light that 
application-layer communications introduce more 
interoperability problems than ever

• This session will seek to provide tangible examples from 
outside of public safety that you will better relate to 
improve understanding of application and data 
interoperability
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We Use “Cloud” Solutions Every Day
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Why Can’t we just “Share”?
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Why Can’t we just “Share”?
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• For most communications  in our daily 
lives, it is trivial to share data

• Why can’t it be that way for us?

• Some public safety applications allow 
sharing, but it is limited
• Work across apps?
• Work across different accounts?

• Let’s take a look at two cases where 
we have had data portability and 
interoperability in markets outside of 
public safety



Identity Case study 
Portability: Google
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Identity Case Study Portability: Google

• Interoperability challenge: how can you use one proven 
identity, with two-factor authentication, to login anywhere 
including share permissions with third party?
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Example solution: Google

We do not endorse Google or any other vendor. This is just an example.



Developer Perspective

• Google’s authentication meets most of my needs

• Most of my customers trust Google more than me

• Google has good identity management and support

• I don’t maintain any records, and Google is probably 
more secure than me

• My users probably have an identity already 

• It’s free
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User Perspective

• I can bring my own account

• I’m already signed in on my phone with 2FA, so I just click a button



Google can Manage Permissions, Too
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YouTube Red: Google tells 
YouTube I do not need to 
pay for ads when I watch 
videos.

Soundcloud Premium: 
Google tells Soundcloud 
that I do not need to listen 
to ads on Soundcloud.

New York Times: Google 
tells NYT that I can read 
more than 5 articles per 

month.

Tinder Plus: Google tells 
Tinder that I can change my 

location to another city. 
I can make friends in 
Almaty, Kazakhstan!



Google can Manage Permissions, Too
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• I don’t have accounts with any these providers—all of my 
payments are made to Google

• Google manages my permissions to all of these apps

• I can take my identity with me to any platform
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How is this relevant to our discussion today?



Public Safety Identity

• Right now, our identity, and permissions, are fragmented across 
different applications and systems, even within the same 
organization

• By using a model like Google’s, we can simplify handling our 
identity and permissions with our own applications, and simplify 
sharing with others

• Innovative apps can enter our toolkit with a lower barrier to entry 
to the developer

• Public safety app providers will have an easier time setting up 
their applications to share public safety data

• By standardizing, we can connect different systems together
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Example Permissions
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My Identity:
Police SGT

I can share my location 
with all other nearby law 
enforcement identities, 
so mutual aid calls are 
easier to organize. 

My identity certifies that I 
am a police officer, so the 
hailing talkgroup for each 
jurisdiction is loaded into 
my phone when I arrive.

Emergency/man down 
alerts can be forwarded 

to all other law 
enforcement identities 

near the emergency.

During a major emergent 
incident, an incident 

commander can 
geofence all law 

enforcement identities.



Why Can’t we just “Share”?
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Data Interoperabilty
API Case Study: 
Health Mapping
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Customer Problem (confidential)

• Client is an international organization that provides health care 
tracking across a large rural population

• Health outcomes for their population have improved 
tremendously in recent years

• Our client had a robust health information system (HIS), but no 
means to easily visualize the information for decision makers

• We identified that the organization had a pre-existing ArcGIS 
Online account

• We developed a solution that allowed the client to make their 
ArcGIS Online server interoperable with their Health Information 
System through an API service
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Architecture
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• The API accepts health data
• Either uploaded by a user

• Provided by a third party app 
(such as the HIS platform)

• ArcGIS online processes the 
request and builds geodata

• The geodata can be:
• Published to the public map

• Downloaded for offline 
viewing

• Returned as a report (text 
and images)



Outcomes

• Greater visualization of health data for policy makers who 
need to track improvement of health outcomes over their 
coverage area

• The system is capable of being updated in real-time

• It is based entirely on the AWS and ESRI cloud, so it is 
theoretically infinitely scalable

• There are multiple free tools for viewing and exploring data 
(ArcGIS Online web portal, Google Earth, QGIS), so users 
have powerful tools to explore the data without investing in 
any software
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Closing Notes
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• The easiest technical solution 
in the world: standardize 
channel names, tones and 
frequencies

• Technically, this doable in the 
1950s or earlier

• However, FCC did not start 
rulemaking leading to these 
standardized frequencies 
until 1996!



The Problem is People

• Sharing content, and managing permissions in the cloud 
between apps, is not difficult in technical terms

• Our problem is people: agencies have to want to share; they 
have to see the value in sharing

• In some cases, systems for interoperable data have been set 
up, and products are available

• . . . but they aren’t implemented or utilized effectively.

• Let’s not repeat the same mistake again!
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What we Have to do Now

• Our conversation is shifting to APIs and Service Buses for 
interoperability between data and applications

• This is not novel or new—in fact, it’s extremely common

• We need to set standards now that promote data portability

• We need to foster a developer community within public 
safety communications

• This will lower the barrier to entry for new product—giving 
us even better tools with which to support our mission
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THANK YOU
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